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Foreword

I am delighted to present a
April edition of the SWIFT
RMB Tracker, focusing on the
leading players of the RMB
internationalisation: the United
Kingdom, Hong Kong and
mainland China. The Tracker
presents a monthly ranking and
weighting of the renminbi (RMB)
compared to other currencies
worldwide. This April edition
covers a broader analysis
looking at other currencies usage
but also initiatives, projects
and trends impacting RMB
internationalisation.
In this paper, we present different
ways adopted by three countries
to contribute to the RMB
internationalisation
• London as the largest financial
market,
• Hong Kong as a gateway to
China and,
• Mainland China via the
international expansion of
Chinese banks and Belt &
Road Initiative.
By Alain Raes
Chief Executive, APAC & EMEA,
SWIFT

RMB usage is growing with a
pace of adoption lower than
expected however the growing
importance of China in the global
economy and the worldwide
expansion of Chinese banks are
preparing the path for a future
growth.
Despite these trends, there are
a number of critical success
factors necessary for widespread
adoption of the RMB, including:
Financial inclusion
As of now, more than 500
institutions in China are
connected to SWIFT which
facilitates the cross-border
payments with mainland China.
However, many rural banks are
still using local intermediaries to
send and receive payment from
abroad.
Pervasive connectivity
RMB internationalisation needs
to be supported by pervasive
connectivity. This means not only
do payments in RMB need to
be simplified, but also access
to bond and stock markets for
international investors. Currently,
these are supported by China’s
Cross-border Interbank Payment
System (CIPS) and the recently
launched Bond Connect and
Stock Connect (“Connects”)
schemes, respectively.

and services for their customers
to support further growth. Tools
such as business intelligence,
clearing code reference data,
messaging conversion and
networks form part of the
foundation for growing the
global footprint of the RMB. For
example, CIPS membership
information is now available in
SWIFT’s reference data platform,
SWIFTRef, which will enable
easy access to CIPS data, thus
facilitating transactions between
China and the rest of the world.
Community engagement and
standards
A global currency requires
ongoing industry focus on
efficiency, automation and
global message standardisation.
The adoption of ISO 20022
messaging standard by CIPS
will definitively support RMB
internationalisation. As part of this
journey, compliance with local
and global regulations is ever
more important.
This report uses March 2018
statistics and analysis from
SWIFT. It also includes interviews
of three Chinese banks: Bank of
China, Industrial and Commercial
Bank of China and China
Construction Bank.
I hope you find this April edition of
the SWIFT RMB Tracker insightful.

Optimised products and
services
Financial institutions will need
to continue optimising products
3

Key insights

38.63%
74.98%
77.70%
1

Live and delivered, MT 103, cross-border excluding payments received in China, excluding central banks, by volume

4

According to SWIFT data, London ranks
first with 38.63 percent of FX RMB
confirmations

Hong Kong remains the largest RMB
clearing centre globally, with a 74.98
percent share of RMB activity outside
Mainland China

Hong Kong is the key intermediary
location for RMB payments; 77.70 percent
of RMB commercial payments1 in volume
are transiting via Hong Kong

25
85.70%
1.62%

Twenty five Chinese banks are on SWIFT
gpi, making payments with China faster,
transparent in terms of fees, and fully
traceable

These twenty five banks in China
participating in SWIFT gpi, represent
close to 86 percent of Chinese crossborder payments

The RMB share as international payments
currency is 1.62 percent when looking at
domestic and cross-border payments.
The activity share is lower (0.98 percent)
if looking at cross-border payments only
and excluding intra Eurozone payments
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London
Driven by the FX market
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The global foreign exchange
(FX) market is extensive, with
the latest triennial survey of
the Bank for International
Settlement (BIS) estimating daily
turnover in the global FX market
in 2016 at US$5.2 trillion. This
volume makes FX the largest
financial market in the world2.

London –
The largest FX market
globally

Top countries doing FX
transactions in non CLS
currencies
Live and delivered, sent
and received MT 300,
new confirmations minus
cancellations, including central
banks
March 2018, by value

36.80%
United
Kingdom

30.96% Others

Source: SWIFT BI Watch

5.53% France

10.24% United States

6.35% Hong Kong
10.12% China

2

http://www.abcmoney.co.uk/2017/06/20/forex-trading-industry-statistics-2017/
https://brokernotes.co/forex-trading-industry-statistics/
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When the BIS figures came out in 2016,
FX volumes had actually fallen from a peak
of US$6 trillion in 2014. In 2018, however,
volumes are starting to rise again. CLS, a
leading global provider of FX settlement
services with an approximate 50 percent
share of inter-bank FX trade, presented its
March 2018 data, average daily traded volume
submitted to CLS was USD1.86 trillion, up
16 percent year on year, while the number of
transactions was up 18 percent during the
same period.
London is the largest FX market by far,
according to surveys by the Bank of England
and the New York Federal Reserve, with a
market share of about 37 percent and daily
volume of nearly US$2 trillion. New York is
second with about 19 percent, followed by
Singapore, which is the third largest in the
world and the largest in Asia, at 7.9 percent3.
According to SWIFT data, the United Kingdom
also ranks first and accounts for 36.80 percent
of FX confirmations for non CLS currencies,
followed by United States (10.24%) and China
(10.12%). Furthermore, London is the leading
country in offshore RMB FX confirmations with
a share of 38.63 percent, in line with its share
of the global FX market.
Top countries doing FX
transactions in RMB excluding
China
Live and delivered, sent
and received MT 300,
new confirmations minus
cancellations, including central
banks
March 2018, by value

14.77% Others

5.06% Singapore

38.63%
United
Kingdom

Source: SWIFT BI Watch
6.34% France

8.56% United States

26.65% Hong Kong

3

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-global-fx-peaktrading/foreign-exchange-the-worlds-biggest-market-is-shrinking-idUSKCN0VK1UD
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Even though FX markets comprise more than
170 currencies, the vast majority of FX trading
happens in a limited number of currencies.
The US dollar is on one side of more than
90 percent of global trades, followed by the
euro, Japanese yen, British pound, Australian
dollar, Swiss franc, Canadian dollar, Mexican
peso, Chinese renminbi and New Zealand
dollar. Moreover, more than 85 percent of the
global FX market involve only 7 currency pairs
– EUR-USD, USD-JPY, GBP-USD, AUD-USD,
NZD-USD, USD-CAD, and USD-CHF. Most of
the volumes come from financial institutions,
with institutional trading accounting for about
94 percent of FX market volume4.

Trading in the Chinese renminbi (RMB) is
relatively small, and over 96.525 percent of
RMB trading by value on SWIFT is against the
USD. An increase in the renminbi’s offshore
trading and investment activities is expected
as Shanghai Clearing House announced it is
launching China’s first cross border foreign
exchange clearing platform with a London
partner. This will help increase the renminbi’s
offshore trading and investment activities, and
grow London’s share of offshore renminbi
trading.

FX transactions in RMB since
2012

14.60

Live and delivered, sent
and received MT 300,
new confirmations minus
cancellations, including central
banks

13.04

11.59

FY 2012 – FY 2017
SWIFT BI Watch
Number of the FX
transactions (in millions)
Total value of the FX
transactions
6.73

3.20
2.22

2012

4
5

2013

2014

2015

https://www.poundsterlinglive.com/gbp-live-today/5435-london-foreign-exchange-turnover-data-2016
As of March 2018
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2016
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London The Payment Hub

Payments by volume sent and
received in the UK vs. rest of the
world
Live and delivered, MT 103 and MT
202, cross-border, excluding central
banks, by volume
Q1 2018

24.68% United States

SWIFT BI Watch

49.04% Others

11.43%
United
Kingdom

8.01% Germany
3.55% China
3.29% Hong Kong

London remains an attractive location for
regional treasury centres, according to DBS
Bank, as it offers the world’s largest tax treaty
networks with agreements with 140 countries,
advanced banking facilities, strong regulation,
a strong talent pool and advanced IT and
telecoms systems. More than 500 banks
have offices in the United Kingdom, primarily
in London. Those advantages have led to it
becoming one of the leading global payments
hubs6.
Looking at all currencies, based on SWIFT
data, the United Kingdom is the 2nd largest
country to send and receive commercial and
financial messages7 following the United States.

London has also become the world’s western
hub for RMB payments. While Hong Kong
remains the largest RMB clearing centre, with
a 74.98 percent activity share, London is the
largest clearing centre outside of Greater China
and retained that status although its share of
global RMB clearing activity only marginally
increased from 5.91 percent in Q1 2017 to
5.94 percent in Q1 2018.
London’s current dominant position may
change and the RMB centre of gravity may alter
as Chinese companies look for opportunities
in Asia8 and the growing number of Chinese
online payment platforms across South-east
Asia look to explore more regional hubs.

Financial services firms that have chosen
London as their European Headquarters to
secure access to the entire EU market and
maximize the large financial services ecosystem
of the City of London are waiting to see what
the future trading relationship for financial
services will look like between the UK and the
EU.
Despite these challenges, London retained its
place as the top financial centre in the world
in the latest Global Financial Centres Index in
September 2017 and even increased its lead
over centres such as New York9.

https://treasuryprism.dbs.com/treasury-management-market-profiles/united-kingdom
MT 103 and MT 202
8
https://www.finews.asia/finance/25370-don-t-forget-the-renminbi
9
http://www.montrealinternational.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/03/gfci_21.pdf
6
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Interview of
City of London
From Sherry Madera, Special
Adviser for Asia, City of London
Corporation

What are the key factors that
result in London’s success
and massive market share
in FX trading, and what do
you see as the key risks
to that position as well as
opportunities for growth over
the next 2-3 years?
Some of London’s market success
is attributable to geography.
London FX markets are active
when Asia is trading and when
the Americas are trading. This
allows for London market to offer
the best prices and spreads due
to robust demand. Furthermore
the global nature of London
drives a market that understands
and is comfortable transacting
in multiple currencies. There
are over 250 foreign banks in
London and countless private
wealth and sovereign wealth funds
– these investors are comfortable
transacting in their home
currencies and have a real reason
to do so through treasury centres
that need liquidity.
A key risk is also a key
opportunity: Asia. As Asian
financial markets emerge and
go global, the financial markets
must service their growing FX
needs. More traders in Asia mean

there may be a shift in where the
volume trades are booked over
time. Asian FX traders may
migrate the FX market volumes
eastward from London. On the
other hand, London is bar none
the most deep and liquid market
for trading FX including Asian
currencies. This knowledge lives
in London and gives the market
the opportunity to innovate
including driving new products
denominated in Asian currencies,
and creating new hedging and
risk mitigation products.
How do you see the FX trading
market evolving over the
next 2-3 years in light of both
Brexit and new European
requirements such as higher
margin requirements and
increased transparency of FX
trading?
Markets thrive on volatility. There
is an opportunity to continue to
create a market in London for
those who need to hedge their
currency risks brought to the fore
by Brexit business considerations.
Meanwhile, Asia continues to
reform. China has been very
clear in the recent speeches by Xi
Jinping following the 19th Party
congress that financial reforms

and opening up would be moving
apace. This will definitely involve
the valuation of China’s currency
the RMB – we just are unclear as
to the affects. Perhaps the bigger
story in the FX markets is the
reforms in China and the steady
growth of ASEAN.
What are the key
developments you’ve seen
in RMB trading over the past
several years, and how do you
see the RMB trading market
evolving over the next 2-3
years?
It is a significant time for the
RMB. Where it was racing
towards internationalisation in
2012-2015 and languishing in
questions in 2015-2017, the
future is a new chapter. China’s
19th party congress and now the
completion of the Two Sessions
of government have exited China
from its stability priority. RMB
internationalisation is moving
from the side burner to the front
burner again. The new PBoC
Governor Yi Gang is good news
for steady opening up and reform
in the financial system and this
includes a predicted opening up
of RMB usage. This is fuelled by
the Belt & Road Initiative – an

ambitious Eurasian infrastructure
investment plan championed
by China but open to all. There
will be even greater need for
RMB convertibility as the BRI
is implemented. New currency
pairs and financial products
denominated in RMB are likely
outcomes. The domestic Chinese
market for bonds is open for
foreign investment through the
Bond Connect and QFII/RQFII
mechanisms – and open to
foreign issuances through Panda
bonds. The Hong Kong and
China stock and bond connects
are up and running (albeit
the latter only northbound).
The London Shanghai Stock
connect is also progressing to a
breakthrough agreement to open
markets to each other’s investor
communities slowly and steadily.
RMB internationalisation in
the coming years will take these
trends into account and the
discussion will likely be less about
developing offshore markets and
more about RMB flows across
borders, investment into and out
of China related to the Belt &
Road and, ultimately, onshore and
offshore fungibility. ––
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Hong Kong
The RMB Gateway to China
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Hong Kong –
The Biggest RMB
offshore centre

Hong Kong remains the largest RMB clearing centre
globally, with a 74.98 percent share of RMB activity outside
China, and China appears keen to maintain that lead.
Speaking at an event in February 2018, People’s Bank of
China vice governor Fan Yifei said the central bank will help
Hong Kong to consolidate its position as a hub for offshore
trading of the RMB10.

Top 15 offshore RMB economies with clearing centres,
by weight
Customer initiated and institutional payments. Inbound +
Outbound traffic. Based on value. Excluding China.
SWIFT BI Watch

Q1 2017
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0.60%

0.74%

0.95%

0.87%

1.65%

1.42%

2.51%

2.39%

2.79%

2.48%

2.31%

2.70%

4.32%

4.82%

5.91%

5.94%

75.78%

74.98%

Q1 2018

Hong Kong –
The super intermediary
for RMB

Along with having the largest share of RMB payments
activity globally, Hong Kong is growing its status as the key
intermediary location for payments; 77.70 percent of RMB
commercial payments11 in volume are transiting via Hong
Kong.
As Fan Yifei noted, Hong Kong is a major international
financial centre and possesses natural advantages to
support financial services for countries that are part of
China’s Belt & Road Initiative (BRI). To strengthen that role,
Fan Yifei said that Hong Kong should work harder to grow
its role in internationalisation of the RMB by diversifying
its range of offshore financial products, strengthening
RMB asset risk management, engaging in more financial
innovation and supporting Chinese companies that are
going abroad12.
Zhang Dejian, chairman of the standing committee of the
National People’s Congress, similarly said in February 2018
that Hong Kong is the “first choice” for China in piloting
policies such as RMB internationalisation and remains
the greatest source of foreign investment for China.
Hong Kong’s lack of restrictions on capital and currency
convertibility makes it ideal as a core centre for raising
capital for BRI-related projects, added Zhang Xiaoqiang,
vice-chairman of the China Centre for International
Economic Exchanges.

“Hong Kong is the first choice for
China in piloting policies such as RMB
internationalisation and remains the
greatest source of foreign investment for
China.”
Zhang Dejian
Chairman of the standing committee
of the National People’s Congress

While usage of the RMB had flattened or even dropped
slightly in Hong Kong in recent years, the currency is
coming back. Reuters said in January 2018 that RMB
deposits in Hong Kong are the highest in a year, and the
sale of a RMB 900 million ($140 million) offshore bond
issued by India’s IL&FS Transportation Networks - the first
sale of a high-yield offshore yuan bond in more than a
year - added to signs that international usage of the RMB
is recovering. The Chinese government is also considering
giving approval for companies involved in BRI to raise
funds through RMB-denominated initial public offerings
(IPO) in Hong Kong, according to The China Daily, which
would strengthen Hong Kong’s role as an offshore RMB
hub13.
A recent survey of 23 Chinese banks in Hong Kong by
KPMG confirmed the point, with bankers saying that Hong
Kong’s status as the largest offshore RMB market will
make it the biggest beneficiary of the trend towards RMB
internationalisation. 46 percent of the banks indicated
that cross-border financing will be their focus for their
RMB business in 2018, compared to 27 percent for RMB
exchange and 18 percent for RMB loans14.

11

Live and delivered, MT 103, cross-border excluding payments received in China, excluding central banks, by volume, Q1 2018

12

http://www.chinabankingnews.com/2018/02/05/central-bank-says-will-cement-hong-kongs-position-rmb-hub/

13

https://www.reuters.com/article/china-yuan-internationalisation/signs-point-to-revival-in-international-use-of-chinas-yuan-idUSL4N1P71VA

14

https://home.kpmg.com/cn/en/home/news-media/press-releases/2017/12/chinese-banks-in-hk-see-rmb-internationalisation-as-key-growth-opportunity.html

http://www.chinadaily.com.cn/a/201801/10/WS5a55503ba3102e5b17371b45.html
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The Connects

Programmes to support
internationalisation of the RMB
include Bond Connect, which
was launched in 2017, two
years after the launch of Stock
Connect. Bond Connect is the
fourth programme that allows
foreigners to invest in onshore
bonds, following QFII, RQFII
and the China interbank bond
market (CIBM) direct schemes.

15

https://institutional.anz.com/content/dam/Institutional/en/documents/digital-services/RMB-The-New-Renminbi-Reality.pdf
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ANZ Bank said that Bond Connect will help
open China’s massive US$9.4 trillion debt
market more fully to international investors.
With only 2 percent of Chinese debt currently
held by overseas buyers, Bond Connect
will establish new global linkages for the
RMB to be used by international investors.
Global asset allocations for the China market
will steadily increase, ANZ opined, which
will create significant debt opportunities for
Chinese corporates and investors alike15.
As at the end of March 2018, 288 approved
international investors from 22 jurisdictions,
24 onshore dealers, 55 Hong Kong local
custodians and 20 Hong Kong foreign
exchange settlement banks were participating
in Bond Connect. Bond Connect Company
Limited (BCCL), a joint venture established
by China Foreign Exchange Trade System
(CFETS) and HKEX, is now working with the
Mainland and Hong Kong authorities and
financial infrastructure institutions, to introduce
further enhancements to Bond Connect.

Source: Bond Connect Company
Limited (BCCL).

Arrangements in Trading
and Settlement
Trading and execution

Under Bond Connect, investors have access to CIBM cash bonds in
both primary and secondary markets, through a trading link established
between recognised access platforms and CFETS. Investors can
directly trade through a familiar interface of international fixed income
trading platforms on an electronic request-for-quote (RFQ) basis, and
are free to request a quote from any of the currently 24 participating
onshore dealers. This is an improvement from the CIBM Direct scheme,
in which an investor can only trade Chinese bonds through an onshore
bond settlement agent bank.

Post-trade –
settlement and custody

Bond Connect establishes a settlement link between onshore and
offshore central securities depositories – CCDC along with SHCH on
the Chinese mainland, and HKMA’s Central Moneymarkets Unit (CMU)
in Hong Kong. Investors can appoint offshore global custodians, or
CMU members as local custodians, and the purchased bonds will be
held in custody under a nominee structure with the CMU. The endinvestors are the beneficial owners of the bonds purchased under
Bond Connect, and will have bondholder rights and enforcement
rights related to the relevant bonds. The nominee holding structure
adopted by Bond Connect is similar to the structure widely used in the
international markets. Under the CIBM scheme, investors must open
direct onshore settlement accounts with the CCDC and SCH.

OFFSHORE

HONG KONG

MAINLAND CHINA

HKEX
International
Investors

CFETS
Onshore
Dealers

Trading
BCCL

Existing
interface

Recognised
Access
Platforms

Trading Link

CFETS
Bond
Trading
System

Existing
interface

Settlement
Nominee structure
Global
Custodians

CMU
Members

HKMA
CMU

Settlement Link

ChinaBond
+ Shanghai
Clearing House
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China
The international expansion
of the Chinese banks
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Worldwide expansion
of Chinese banks

“Chinese banks have
continued to expand
rapidly with the volume
of their foreign assets
growing at an even
faster rate than domestic
assets.”
Eugenio Cerutti
Assistant to the Director at the Research
Department at the IMF

China’s banking system has
been growing steadily, Eugenio
Cerutti, Assistant to the Director
at the Research Department
at the IMF, wrote in VOX.
“After surpassing total assets
in the U.S. banking system
in 2010, assets at Chinese
banks surpassed all assets in
the Euro area banking systems
combined in 2016. While it is
now the largest banking system
in the world, with about US$35
trillion in total assets, domestic
assets represent about 97
percent of the total16”.

16

https://voxeu.org/article/chinese-banking-system

17

https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/strategy-and-corporate-finance/our-insights/five-steps-to-a-more-effective-global-treasury
http://www.businesstimes.com.sg/banking-finance/chinas-banks-are-leading-globalisation-charge-mckinsey-says
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2017-09-12/china-s-banks-are-leading-globalization-charge-mckinsey-says
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Chinese banks have continued to expand
rapidly, Eugenio Cerutti said, with the volume
of their foreign assets growing at an even
faster rate than domestic assets. And although
their foreign activities have been small relative
to their domestic activities, Chinese banks
are substantial players for many borrower
countries in Asia, Africa, and the Caribbean
in particular. While trade finance motives may
explain some of China’s banking linkages,
Cerutti said the financial connections go far
beyond trade and seem to be synchronised
more with outward foreign direct investment
such as the construction of large-scale
infrastructure projects.

This expansion is confirmed by SWIFT data.
The number of branches or subsidiaries
opened by Chinese Banks increased by
56.45% between 2012 and 2017.
Even if volumes are relatively small, the
expansion of foreign lending presents a stark
contrast to European and American banks,
which have been reducing their cross-border
balance sheet exposure. Moreover, according
to Global Finance, three of China’s four largest
banks registered a higher rate of growth for
overseas loans than for domestic loans for
the first time in 2016. That lending looks
like it will only grow, with the government’s

encouragement of overseas expansion by
Chinese companies and initiatives such BRI
requiring massive loans.
That overseas lending has helped to cushion
a deep drop in cross-border capital flows
stemming from a retreat by European banks,
according to the McKinsey Global Institute.
“China’s leading banks demonstrated the
largest relative increase in the share of foreign
assets,” the McKinsey study said. China “is
gaining prominence in the global financial
system,” ranking eighth in total foreign
investment assets and liabilities in 2016, up
from 16th in 200517.
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Mr Peng Hua
Deputy GM, Operation Management Dept

1

1

Is Belt & Road a driver for your bank to
expand your activity globally?
2

Do you foresee a wider adoption/usage of
RMB in the next 5 years? If yes why?

Belt & Road is the most promising
international economic cooperation zone
in the world with the largest span and
participating countries, which will further
deepen the collaboration between China
and countries along the Belt & Road for
economy and technology, bringing each
comparative advantage into full play. ICBC as
the state-owned commercial bank, as well as
the participant, practitioner, and beneficiary
of the Belt & Road Initiative, will take the
responsibility and do the best efforts to serve
the nation’s strategy. Belt & Road has become
the major component of ICBC’s development
strategy, and the important source of business
growth and revenue increase. The “Going
Global” enterprises are mostly with large
scale, diversified operation, good benefit, and
optimistic prospect, which are consistent
with the business development preference
and operation strategy of ICBC. Therefore,
ICBC takes advantage of the capital, network
and technology to provide a wide range of
premium financial services for the “Going
Global” enterprises as well as countries along
the Belt & Road.
2

In January the People’s Bank of China
(PBOC) issued the Notice Further Improving
Policies for Cross-border RMB Business to
Facilitate Trade and Investment.The Notice
emphasises that all cross-border business
allowed by the law to be settled with foreign
exchange can also be settled with RMB by
enterprises. Also direct RMB investments by
overseas investors are made much easier, the
RMB funds raised by domestic enterprises
through issuing bonds or shares overseas
can be transferred back to China whenever
necessary which are all the signals to enhance
the cross-border RMB Business. Predicting
for the next 5 years, with the improvement
for quality and efficiency of China’s economy
and the perfection of the infrastructure of
RMB internationalisation the capital account
convertibility will be further propelled
the current account usage will be further
promoted the cross-border RMB trade and
investment will be further facilitated, the
bilateral currency swap cooperation will be
steadily consolidated the scale of RMB as the
reserve currency will be increased. ––
18

According to BOC’s 2017 RMB Internationalisation White Paper

24

Mr Sun Shangbin
Deputy GM, Clearing Dept

1

In response to China’s Belt & Road Initiative,
BOC came up with and advanced the
construction of Belt & Road financial artery.
By the end of 2017, BOC had followed up
more than 500 major overseas projects along
the Belt & Road, and granted various credit
facilities of approximately US$100 billion for
the countries along the Belt & Road, greatly
supporting its overseas business development.
First, reinforcing layout along the Belt &
Road and improving global service network.
Since 2015, BOC’s newly established overseas
institutions have covered seven countries
along the Belt & Road. So far, BOC has set up
institutions in 22 countries along the Belt &
Road, making it the Chinese-funded bank with
the widest coverage along the Belt & Road.
Second, giving play to the role of bridge
and tie in the Belt & Road. Upholding
the pioneering and innovative spirit,
BOC launched the “SME cross-border
matchmaking services” and the Belt &
Road international financial communication
and cooperation symposiums, providing a
convenient and reliable communication and
cooperation platform for governments and
enterprises along the Belt & Road.
2

The internationalisation of RMB will continue
to advance, and we will see more usage of
RMB in the international context.
First, the international status of RMB has
lagged far behind the Chinese economy’s
proportion in the global economy, so the
potential for the future development of RMB
is enormous. According to the Statistical
Communique on National Economic and
Social Development in 2017 issued by the
National Bureau of Statistics, China’s GDP
in 2017 accounts for more than 15% of global
GDP, with its imports and exports accounting
for more than 11% of the total global imports
and exports. RMB still stays at a relatively low
level in the international system.

Mr Li Biao
GM, CCB London Ltd.

2

has issued a number of policies to strengthen
the interconnection of domestic and overseas
financial markets, including the introduction of
Bond Connect and the improvement of
the stock market connectivity mechanism. It
has introduced a full-covered cross-border
financing macro prudential management
policy and defined the process for offshore
institutions to enter into China’s bond
market, continuing to facilitate cross-border
investment. In the current global low-interestmarket environment, China’s high return on
assets will continue to attract global capital and
guide global investors to allocate RMB assets.
Third, RMB began to play its role as reserve
and denomination currency. Over 60
countries and regions hold RMB as foreign
exchange reserves with an amount of more
than USD100 billion in equivalent. From the
perspective of optimising global investment
allocation, there will be a huge demand for
RMB assets in the future market. Some
commodities trading have begun to use RMB
as the denomination currency. The Shanghai
International Energy Trading Centre is
also actively preparing for crude oil futures
and the introduction of foreign investors,
which will help RMB gradually become the
denomination currency of commodities.
In addition, domestic and foreign market
players are optimistic about RMB’s
internationalisation18. ––

1

Yes, without doubt. Since 2013, CCB attaches
great importance to support the Belt & Road
initiatives by speeding up overseas institution
set up, applying for multi-function financial
licences.
We are in the transformational development
to serve the Belt & Road initiatives in a
comprehensive, multi-functional, integrated,
innovative and intelligent way.
The countries and regions alongside the
Belt & Road have become our main target
markets. So far, on the Belt & Road, CCB
have set up Singapore Branch, Seoul Branch,
Ho Chi Minh Branch, CCB Russia, Dubai
Branch, CCB New Zealand, CCB Malaysia,
CCB Europe Warsaw Branch. And we are
also applying for the banking licence in
Kazakhstan. Belt & Road is helping CCB
further optimise its overseas expansion and
presence.
2

Yes, definitely. As the UK RMB clearing
bank, we have witnessed an increasing usage
of RMB in the past few years, it is highly
likely the trend will remain in the next 5 years
given the stable and strong Chinese economy,
the RMB inclusion into SDR as well as the
gradual opening up of Chinese onshore
markets.
Like Bond Connect, we are looking forward
to seeing more RMB innovative products
like London-Shanghai Stock Connect, RMB
Green Finance Bond to be launched into the
market as soon as possible.
In the meantime, we will also support and
encourage the RMB use in the Belt & Road
projects. ––

Second, the continuous opening of financial
market and the interconnection between
domestic and foreign markets have created
vast room for the use of RMB under capital
account. In the past two years, the PBOC
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SWIFT gpi in China

The SWIFT global payments innovation (gpi)
initiative has rapidly become the new standard
in cross-border payments, with more than 150
leading transaction banks representing more
than 75 percent of all SWIFT payments having
signed up for it. SWIFT gpi greatly improves the
customer experience in cross-border payments
by increasing the speed, transparency and endto-end tracking of cross-border payments.

Top 3 gpi corridors with China
Live, delivered, gpi MT 103 sent and received
from China, cross-border, by volume
Jan 2018 – Mar 2018

25 banks in China are
participating in SWIFT gpi,
representing close to 86 percent
of Chinese cross-border
payments19. Daphne Huang, head
of SWIFT in China, said that “the
expanding presence of Chinese
banks taking part will facilitate
Chinese companies to ‘go global’
and in ‘Belt & Road’ building.”
Bank of China, for instance,
was one of the first banks to go
live and said that gpi enhanced
client experience in crossborder payments. “The rapidity
of the first live payment – from
sending the payment instruction
to when our client received the
credit confirmation SMS – was
remarkable,” said Shangbin
Sun, Deputy General Manager,
Clearing Department, Bank of
China.

SWIFT gpi is also supported
by CIPS that issued guidelines
for member’s banks to ensure
the end-to end processing of
RMB cross-border payments to
Chinese beneficiaries.
In terms of gpi corridors with
China, the most important one is
by far United States - Mainland
China. Out of all gpi payments
sent to China, 90.13 percent
are from the United States. The
two following most important
corridors with China are Germany
– Mainland China and France –
Mainland China. This dynamic
should change with more gpi
member banks going live on gpi.

SWIFT BI Watch
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China – Canada

6.72%

2
1

3.46%

China – United States

72.33%
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Germany – China

France – China

1.18%

United States – China

90.13%

2
gpi traffic from China
gpi traffic to China
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Live and delivered, MT 103 sent and received by Chinese gpi banks, cross-border, by volume, Q1 2018
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China – Australia

12.78%

China & Africa - The beginning of a new RMB story

Number of interbank account relationships between China and Africa

186
170

(Based on MT 950 and MT 940)
Source: SWIFT BI Watch
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Over time, Chinese banks have
established stronger relationships
with their African counterparts.
This has built greater trust and
familiarity with the Chinese
financial system in the African
private sector. One notable
example is ICBC’s acquisition of
a 20% stake in Standard Bank,
Africa’s largest bank.
The SWIFT data confirms this
trend. The number of inter-banks
relationships between China and
Africa has increased substantially
from 2008 and 2017: from 20
inter-bank accounts relationship
to 186.
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https://macauhub.com.mo/feature/chinas-currency-increasingly-present-in-africa/

21

http://foreignpolicy.com/2018/01/18/chinas-bid-upend-global-oil-market-petroyuan-shanghai/
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In parallel, Chinese companies
and banks are using the RMB
in trade with an increasing
number of African countries
and a number of those nations
have included it in their baskets
of currencies. Ghana, Nigeria,
Mauritius and Zimbabwe use the
RMB for payments and reserves,
for instance, and the Nigerian
central bank has 10 percent of its
foreign reserves in RMB. South
Africa, Africa’s largest economy
and China’s main trading partner
in the region, started using the
RMB following the visit by China’s
foreign minister in 2017, when the
two countries launched the first
exchange platform between their
currencies20.

2015

2016

2017

That usage could increase as
new products are launched. A
long-awaited Chinese oil futures
contract is debuting on the
Shanghai Futures Exchange,
for example, in the first half of
2018. It will initially launch in
Asia and will be the first crude oil
benchmark in the region, which is
important because Asia is where
oil consumption is growing the
most. The “Petroyuan” contract
could presage a huge shift in
global energy markets, Foreign
Policy observed, and advance
China’s quest to play a bigger role
in the global economy. African oil
exporters could be among the
growing range of companies that
use the RMB for payments21.
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https://www.reuters.com/article/us-china-silkroad-banks/global-banks-sharpen-focus-on-yuan-offerings-as-chinas-silk-road-fuels-demand-idUSKCN1C10UL
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http://www.namnewsnetwork.org/v3/read.php?id=Mzk4OTc4
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https://institutional.anz.com/content/dam/Institutional/en/documents/digital-services/RMB-The-New-Renminbi-Reality.pdf
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Although the RMB activity share
for payments dropped over the
last several years, with SWIFT
data showing that RMB usage
accounted for 1.62 percent
of domestic and cross-border
payments in March 2018,
analysts are optimistic that a
variety of initiatives will turn
the decline around and lead to
greater international usage of the
RMB for payments. One of the
biggest drivers may well be Belt &
Road Initiative.
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Belt & Road –
Potential impact for RMB
internationalisation
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ANZ also noted that China
accounts for nearly 14 percent
of global trade and 40 percent of
global GDP growth. The country’s
commitment to BRI will help fuel
the long-term growth of the RMB,
ANZ observed, with more than
40 countries already involved
in China’s major trade and
investment program24.

Currencies’ share as an
international cross-border payments
currency
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The scale could be massive.
HSBC forecasts that Chinese
trade with countries along the
BRI could surpass US$2.5 trillion
annually in the next decade. “The
emphasis on creating betterconnected economies to help
facilitate trade and investment
and the flow of goods and
people will get a further boost
from China’s BRI,” according to
HSBC Bank Malaysia Head of
International Subsidiary Business,
Ian McElwain23.
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Global banks including Citigroup
and HSBC are boosting their
staff and presence for RMB
solutions in BRI countries, ranging
from capital markets solutions
to hedging. Bankers believe
that Chinese firms’ aggressive
expansion in countries from
Vietnam to Belgium and their
preference for using their home
currency could help reverse the
RMB decline22.
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The potential for companies
involved in BRI to raise funds
through an RMB-denominated
IPO in Hong Kong, for example,
would facilitate both their
fundraising in the offshore market
and internationalisation of the
RMB.

March 2018
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Conclusion

While RMB internationalisation has slowed recently,
a multitude of new initiatives as well as increased
opportunities for RMB usage in BRI and other projects
could turn the trajectory around. Hong Kong and London
remain global leaders, as the top RMB clearing centres
globally, however, the recent announcement authorising
J.P. Morgan Chase to provide RMB clearing services
in the United States may change this dynamic and
make U.S. as a new player in RMB internationalisation.
As has been said by Michael Bloomberg, chair of the
Working Group on U.S. RMB Trading and Clearing, “The
announcement will support the introduction of more RMB
products and services in the United States, improving
the competitiveness and efficiency of U.S. businesses by
lowering trading costs and increasing access to China’s
capital markets,”
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About SWIFT and RMB
Internationalisation

Support your RMB strategy with factbased insights

Measure your performance with SWIFT
FX Performance Insights

Since 2010, SWIFT has actively supported
its customers and the financial industry
regarding RMB internationalisation through
various publications and reports. Through its
Business Intelligence Solutions team, SWIFT
publishes key adoption statistics in the RMB
Tracker, insights on the implications of RMB
internationalisation, perspectives on RMB
clearing and offshore clearing guidelines,
as well as engaging with offshore clearing
centres and the Chinese financial community
to support the further internationalisation of
the RMB.

The growing importance of the RMB currency
and its role in financial markets is evident.
Because of this, financial institutions and
corporates have already started to build
their RMB strategy or are planning to do so
in the near future but need more fact-based
information to identify where their organisation
stands.

The FX market is one of the largest in the
world but as a decentralized market it is very
difficult to compile accurate amalgamated
metrics. There isn’t one “exchange” where
every trade is recorded. At Sibos 2016,
SWIFT announced a new FX service that
allows its customers to continuously measure
their FX business performance and make
more informed strategic decisions, based on
metrics derived from actual transactions rather
than survey-based information

SWIFT fully supports global RMB transactions
through its global network and messaging
services, as well as RMB-focused value
added services. SWIFT also has strategic
collaboration with CIPS, facilitating more
efficient RMB cross border payment
transactions.
Please visit www.swift.com for more
information about RMB Internationalisation or
join our new ‘Business Intelligence Transaction
Banking’ LinkedIn group.

To support banks’ strategic development,
SWIFT Business Intelligence provides insights
into the use of all currencies, including the
RMB. In order to obtain more granular market
information on the internationalisation of the
RMB as well as a competitive framework,
SWIFT has developed three solutions:
–– The Watch platform, a portfolio of online
reporting and analytical tools that allows
banks to access unique analysis and
insights into their correspondent banking
business through volume, value and
currency analysis, as well as compare
their performance against the market.
–– RMB Market Insights analysis report
provides fact-based quarterly market
analysis using unique data only available
from SWIFT Business Intelligence
–– Similarly, the customised RMB analysis
leverages SWIFT’s unique data and
provides crucial peer competition and
strategic insights to optimise your
business and support your decisionmaking.
For further information about Swift’s Business
Intelligence RMB Consulting Services and the
full Business Intelligence portfolio, please visit
swift.com or e-mail Watch@swift.com

–– SWIFT FX Performance Insights enables
you to continuously measure your FX
business performance against those of
your peers, and so make more informed
strategic decisions, based on metrics
derived from actual transactions rather
than survey-based information.
–– This benchmarking service can be
customised based on your selected
parameters, such as product group
(cash, options), currency, customer
segment (Investment managers,
Corporates, Custodian ‘Insourcers’…)
and region.
–– The service deliverables are a set of
monthly reports provided in a PDFbased layout. Individual details on each
of the peers, anonymised except for that
of the subscriber, are shown in order of
ranking for that month.
For further information about SWIFT FX
Performance Insights, please visit swift.com or
e-mail Watch@swift.com
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Disclaimer

About SWIFT

This report is provided for information
only. If the customer or any third party
decides to take any course of action
or omission based on this report and/
or any conclusion contained therein,
they shall do so at their own risk and
SWIFT shall not be liable for any loss
or damage, arising from their acts or
omissions based on this report and/or
any recommendations contained therein.

SWIFT is a global member owned
cooperative and the world’s leading
provider of secure financial messaging
services.
We provide our community with a
platform for messaging and standards for
communicating, and we offer products
and services to facilitate access and
integration, identification, analysis and
regulatory compliance.
Our messaging platform, products and
services connect more than 11,000
banking and securities organisations,
market infrastructures and corporate
customers in more than 200 countries
and territories. While SWIFT does not
hold funds or manage accounts on behalf
of customers, we enable our global
community of users to communicate
securely, exchanging standardised
financial messages in a reliable way,
thereby supporting global and local
financial flows, as well as trade and
commerce all around the world.
As their trusted provider, we relentlessly
pursue operational excellence; we
support our community in addressing
cyber threats; and we continually seek
ways to lower costs, reduce risks and
eliminate operational inefficiencies. Our
products and services support our
community’s access and integration,
business intelligence, reference data and
financial crime compliance needs. SWIFT
also brings the financial community
together – at global, regional and local
levels – to shape market practice, define
standards and debate issues of mutual
interest or concern.
Headquartered in Belgium, SWIFT’s
international governance and oversight
reinforces the neutral, global character of
its cooperative structure. SWIFT’s global
office network ensures an active presence
in all the major financial centres.
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